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Principal selects
Dean of Students
by Tony DeMarco ‘08
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Twenty students from Park joined Baltimore City students in a walk-out March 1 to protest
the closing of schools and to demand that the state pay its debts to the City School Board.
The protest was organized by The Algebra Project, a tutoring and advocacy group.

Algebra Project
activists join City
school protests
by Everett Rosenfeld ’09
On Wednesday March 1, more than 400
bodies crowded the front of the State Board of
Education building in downtown Baltimore;
about twenty belonged to members of the Park
community. But this was no massacre, just a
demonstration staged by the Baltimore Algebra
Project. This “die-in” was to protest the state’s
lack of funding for Baltimore City schools.
City schools are falling into disrepair. Many
have serious rodent problems and broken facilities. To fix this, the City school system
plans to demolish several buildings and consolidate numerous schools into existing buildings. This also takes care of the diminishing
number of students, an issue which has been
plaguing City schools. The school system has
enough space for 125,000 students, but only
85,000 are enrolled. By limiting the number of
buildings which schools occupy, costs are cut.
“But,” says Science teacher Louis Rosenblatt,
one of the demonstrators, “this is like rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic. We need to
make better use of the buildings that we have.”
The Algebra Project is primarily a math-tutoring group, but it has recently taken the leap
into activism. As Calla Jamison ’07, one of
the demonstrators says, “The Algebra Project
is about getting students an education, which
is their constitutional right.” First, they think
that schools should not be closed and consolidated. They say that classes are already too
big, as exceed 40 students, and that the extra
space could be used for spreading out large
classes. But new classes require new teachers,
which are not available with the huge deficit.
In a 2000 court ruling, the Maryland school
system was found to be under funding Baltimore City schools by $200 million a year, and
they were ordered to pay up. But the schools
were never paid. Students decided to take

charge; they (and some teachers) demonstrated in front of the Board of Education building to persuade the Board to pay their dues.
The mass “die-in” emphasized the Algebra Project’s slogan “No Education, No
Life”. This slogan was printed on red Xs
(the symbol of the Algebra Project) and
put all over the school on Wednesday.
Most of the activists held Superintendent
of State schools, Dr. Nancy Grasmick, responsible for the lack of funding. Demonstrators
sought an audience with her, and she was supposed to make an appearance, but she reportedly sneaked out the backdoor. “If she really
cared about their education she would sit down
and talk with them, and make it a learning
experience. Mayor O’Malley met with them,
and it is what anyone who cared about Baltimore City schools would do,” said Rosenblatt.
Some critics of the demonstration have
claimed that kids used this demonstration as an
excuse to miss school. “This is a pretty immature way to respond to these demonstrations,”
said Jamison. “It is obvious that the people there
cared so much about their school [and schooling],
but they just felt like they were being ignored.”
Although this problem affects inner-city
schools, twenty Park members still went to
show their support. “We were protesting because it is unjust that they’re not getting adequate funding and we have everything at
Park,” said Jamison. [We wanted to be at
the demonstration] “to add to the numbers,
and make the crowd more diverse. Also,
we’re a great ally for the inner city schools
to have because we have a lot of resources.”
Park’s chapter of the Algebra Project, and other individuals who wanted to
help, are taking advantage of these resources. On Wednesday March 8, a week
after the demonstration, they wrote letters
to elected state officials asking for help.

In the upcoming 2006-2007
school year, Traci Wright-Snipes
will become the first Dean of
Students at Park School. This job
will include some of the responsibilities left behind by Rachelle
Work, English teacher and Coordinator of Advising and Student Life, as well as some of the
duties now carried by Principal
Mike McGill. Work is leaving
Park to pursue other interests.
The new job will be more focused on extracurricular activities such as Student Council. This
position will be full-time, and the
school will hire a new English
teacher to cover classes now taught
by Work. Head of School David
Jackson thinks of the job as a “position which is a lot like that of Assistant Principal in Lower School.”
One of the most important qualities required for this job is to be
able to interact with students effectively. “First and foremost, the
person who fills this position will
be successful only to the extent she
is able to establish strong, trusting
relationships with both students
and faculty.” McGill elaborated,
“My hope is that office [of the
Dean of Students] is a place kids
would like to go, rather than have
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Traci Wright-Snipes will join
the Upper School as the new
Dean of Students next fall.

to go.” In contrast, it is possible
that some kids will not like going
to that office since Wright-Snipes
will have responsibility for “all
disciplinary situations up to and
including low-level suspensions.”
The process to choose the right
person for the position was thorough. An e-mail was sent out to
all Park faculty members asking
if they would like to apply for the
job. The School did not try to recruit outside of school. According
to Jackson, “Normally we do not
limit jobs to internal applicants
See DEAN, p. 2

Jenkins visits as
Resident Writer
by Anders Hulleberg ‘07
When this year’s Resident
Writer McKay Jenkins spoke with
the Arctic Club, the group’s enthusiasm for his work was so great
that it staged competitions for a
copy of The Last Ridge, his work
on the Tenth Mountain Division
in World War II. Such interest

also led to the disappearance of
Daniel Jacoby’s copy of another
Jenkins book, The White Death.
Today, however, all such interest and enthusiasm should
be fully quenched, as Jenkins
visits as this year’s Peter Baida ’68 Writer in Residence.

See JENKINS, p. 2
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McKay Jenkins, author of The Last Ridge, is this year’s Peter
Baida ‘68 Writer in Residence. He is visiting the school today.
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Civil Rights tour hits major landmarks
by Eva Zenilman ’09
While most went home to
relax and enjoy President’s Day
weekend, six students toured the
South’s landmarks of the Civil
Rights Movement. Four Baltimore City College students and
five participants of Kids on the
Hill, an after school art program,
accompanied them on the trip.
Coordinator of Community &
Student Services Traci WrightSnipes thought that the trip
was a good way for students
from different backgrounds
to get to know one another.
Librarian Carol Kinne, who
planned the Civil Rights trip
alongside Lower School Physical Education teacher Stradine
Cubera and Wright-Snipes,
wants students “to recognize
that individuals made a difference, and that they can come
back and make a difference too.”
One positive change is already
in the making—the Baltimore
Algebra Project, whose members tutor and advocate for City
school students. The students
most involved with the Project
also went on the Civil Rights trip.

On the six-city trip, the group
visited the Rosa Parks museum,
walked across the Edmund Pettus Bridge where Martin Luther
King led a march for voting
rights, and met with civil rights
activist the Rev. James Bevel,
who was responsible for involving children in the marches
and protests. Bevel discussed
the importance of honesty. He
encouraged the group to take
a stand against the war in Iraq
because he believes that the government has lied to its citizens.
Bevel also said that “foot
soldiers” have a great impact because they are just
everyday people taking a stand.
The students also paid a
visit to the Paideia School in
Atlanta, which resembles Park
in its philosophy, and discussed
what it means to be an activist.
Two years ago, the Civil
Rights group met Coretta Scott
King. In reference to King’s
recent death, Wright-Snipes
noted, “It is important and symbolic because these people who
worked towards human and civil
rights are now passing the torch
to the younger generations.”
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Park students T. Boone ’07, L. Brown ’08, and N. Ben ’08 pose with K. Lawson (far left) from
City High School and R. Harris (far right) from the Middle School Extended Day Program.

Both Kinne and WrightSnipes agree that we must
continue to make the world a
better place. This trip has an

impact on students’ lives, including that of Nicole Ben ’08
who described it as “life-changing.” Liana Brown ’08 advised,

“Everyone who has the opportunity to go on this trip should,
because it changes that way
you think about everyday life.”

Resident Writer visits today
JENKINS, from p. 1
The day will commence
with an assembly for the entire Upper School. Afterwards,
Jenkins, a graduate of Amherst
College, will conduct separate
workshops with both of English
teacher Kevin Coll’s Contemporary Literature classes and
with students who have read The
Last Ridge. He will also have
lunch with a group of students.
According to Jacoby, a history teacher, “his books are often
about people in really extreme
environments.” Fittingly, the
topic of Jenkins’ assembly will
be his book, The White Death, a
nonfiction adventure book reminiscent of John Krakauer’s Into
Thin Air in that it deals mainly
with the many perils of mountain
climbing. “If you have ever done
anything recklessly dangerous
and lived, I think you will identify with the book,” said Jacoby.
Jenkins’ most recent work
is entitled The Bloody Falls of
the Coppermine and is the story
of a detective who has to travel
for nearly a year to investigate
the 1913 murder of a group of
Jesuits in an Eskimo village.
In addition to dealing with the
story of the investigation and
the murder, The Bloody Falls of
the Coppermine also comments
on the collision of cultures that
occurs via the investigation.
“His books will do many things
at once,” Jacoby commented.
McKay Jenkins has worked
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Students on the Civil Rights Tour visited the Lorraine Motel
where Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated in 1968.

Wright-Snipes to fill
Dean of Students post
DEAN, from p. 1
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McKay Jenkins will be speaking about his book, The White
Death, in assembly. The book is about a team of climbers
buried by an avalanche while scaling Mount Cleveland in Glacier National Park.

as a staff writer for The Atlanta
Constitution, and has also written for the magazines Outside
and Orion. His doctoral dissertation, The South in Black
and White: Race, Sex, and

Literature in the 1940’s, was
published by the University
of North Carolina Press. He
received a M.S. from the Columbia School of Journalism and
Ph.D. from Princeton University.

o n l y, b u t t h e r e a r e s e v eral positions that we would
typically look for in-house first,
such as Division Principals,
and [The Dean of Students].”
Initially, five members of the
faculty expressed interest, but by
the interviewing stage, the field
narrowed down to two, WrightSnipes and history teacher Tina
Forbush. Both applicants were
interviewed by students, members of the Upper School Faculty,
and McGill himself. The ultimate decision was up to McGill,
and he chose Wright-Snipes.
When informed that she would
be the Dean of Students, WrightSnipes was “very surprised.”
She is currently Coordinator of

Community and Student Services, and is involved in many
activities and events including
Black Awareness, Partners, and
seventh and eighth grade Life
Skills. She also helps run activities held on Martin Luther King
Day, and the annual Civil Rights
tour for Upper School students.
Next year she will continue to
be involved in Black Awareness,
Partners, and the Civil Rights
tour. Someone else will fill her
current position. Wright-Snipes
thinks that this will not be a hard
transition because of all the support that she has had. “There
is nothing that I have done at
Park that I have done alone. Everyone will simply pick up the
slack once I am gone.”
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The lure of freedom in
a scholarly community
by Carrie Young’07
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W

hy would four
smart guys from
The Calvert
School choose
Park over Gilman, St. Paul’s,
McDonogh, Friends and Boys’
Latin? This was the question
we asked Charlie, Jack, Raja,
and Matthew when they visited
Postscript after a reception for
newly accepted students. All of
these boys seemed to agree that
Park’s open environment and
general freedom attracted them
while the other schools’ overly
structured, athletically-oriented
environments turned them off.
As someone who went to Calvert and then came to Park from
Roland Park Country School
(the female equivalent these
schools) I agree wholeheartedly.
In sixth grade I seriously
considered coming to Park but
on the advice of my friends,
went to RPCS for seventh and
eighth grades. I would be lying
if I said I wasn’t turned off by
most people’s negative view of
Park and its stereotype of being the artsy, liberal, outsider
Baltimore area private school.
In the summer after seventh
grade I went to lacrosse camp
and met a girl from Park and
we instantly clicked. From her,
I learned that Park wasn’t all
nerds, Goths, and artsy kids.
By the time eighth grade rolled
around, my parents and I decided it was time for me to look
again at Park. This time I came
with an open mind and fell in
love with the openness and
freedom of the community.
I knew I would regret it if I
didn’t at least give Park a try.

Admissions game
It is hard enough coming from
an environment like Calvert that
already contains tons of misconceptions about Park, but this
process may be made harder by
the attitudes of admissions counselors. Does Park get the same

consideration that more traditional schools do? Are eighth
graders encouraged to visit Park
the way they are encouraged to
visit Gilman and McDonogh?
Whether or not Park is an accepted player for Calvert after
eighth grade, at least four boys
have verbally committed to Park
for next fall. This is the largest number of Calvert kids to
come to Park in recent history.
There may be several reasons for this occurrence. First
of all, it is natural for students
to follow their friends. I did it
in sixth grade and I think this
may be why three out of 11
boys from one class decided to
come to the same school, even
though we are not a tradtional
choice (and Calvert kids are all
about tradition).
photo by J. Webber ’07

Family connections

(l. to r.) Jack, Charlie, Matt, and Raja may be coming to Park next year. They attended a reception March 7 for admitted students.

According to Marcia Holden, Director of Admissions at
Park, it helps when a family
that a school is familiar with
chooses a school not typical
of other alumni. For Calvert,
this was my family. My sister
came to Park in seventh grade,
directly from Calvert, graduated from Park in 2003, and
will graduate from Yale in 2007.
I think this has impressed
many Calvert parents who formerly thought of Park as a slacker
school for artsy kids who would
rather brood about life than take
exams – even though this is a
clear misconception. I think it
also helps to have a representative of Park at Calvert functions
to answer questions and prove
that we are indeed normal kids.
Once students are in the door,
I think they can see pretty clearly
for themselves that Park does
not hold to any of their predetermined misconceptions.
Our students are thoughtful,
hard working, respectful, athletic, and all around good kids.
But I think what strikes visitors the most is the deep sense
of community one feels just by
walking the halls. When I visited,
I noticed the variety of students
and how comfortable everyone
seemed to be with each other.
Though it’s obviously impossible for everyone to be
best friends, I think it is safe
to say that anyone from any
clique could easily carry on a
conversation with anyone from
any other clique. I know this
may not sound important, but
I think it really says a lot about
the intimacy of a community,

especially for a high school.
I think this intimacy has made
Park students, especially ones
that come to Park later in their
secondary school career, different
from students at other schools.
When I first came to Park I
was skeptical, to say the least, of
the variety of students and very
set on being friends only with
kids who were exactly like me.
After a few months here, my
guard dropped and I realized that
I had a lot in common with kids
who dressed differently from
me. Now some of my favorite
people in the world are students
who I know I would have shied
away from in middle school.
Another aspect of the Park
community that I found particularly appealing is how relaxed
the environment seems to be.

While there will always be kids
who freak about every assignment, students seem to have a
good grip on their academics.
Before I came to Park I was
terrified of most of my teachers and coaches. Now I am
blatantly in love with them, not
to mention various members of
the maintenance staff, administrators and teachers I have
never even had. Because of this
I am more relaxed contributing in their courses and seeing
them for help outside of class.

Outstanding applicants
It is not just Calvert boys
that have been drawn to Park’s
Upper School this year. According to Holden, this year’s
applicant pool has been out-

standing; students were put on
the waiting list this year that in
past years would have definitely
been accepted. At the recent
reception for newly admitted
students, the admissions staff
got wonderful feedback about
the student speakers and the
general admissions process.
Overall, this year ’s admissions season has gone as
expected, with the exception of
the stellar Upper School candidates. For the past two and a
half years, this community has
been the basis for my academic,
social, and athletic growth. I
couldn’t be happier that I took
the chance in ninth grade to
try a new kind of school and
feel confident in saying the
newly accepted students will undergo the same transformation.

Students need to correct
persistent misperceptions
by Jen Webber ’07
It seems people’s perspectives of Park
are changing. I’m sure that the hippy-artsy
school reputation has not completely lost
us, but people are beginning to have a better understanding of Park and our community.
I interviewed students from other schools
about their perception of Park. The responses
I got were all positive; the people they know
who go here are nice and down to earth. Almost every student that I spoke with said that
they understood Park to be a lenient school
where we call teachers by their first names.
Park has a “notably close community, made
up of very self-sufficient students as a result of

a semi-unstructured learning environment,” said
a Bryn Mawr
j u n i o r. S h e
has the school
down, however she is by
no means in
the majority.
While people are coming
to see the Park
community as
an incredible
place, public
photo by J. Charnas ‘07
opinion still
See PERCEPTION, p.5
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Editorial
Quit canoodling
At this school we take pride in the fact that we are encouraged to speak
up a little, sit on the desks—and yes, call our teachers by their first names.
These practices are indicative of a place where learning happens more
through discussion than lecture, and discipline ideally comes from within.
We’ve thus managed to do away with much of the most tedious work and
create a concept of school that is both more fulfilling and more relaxed than
almost any other school in the world, or at least in Baltimore. But with such
expectations, we run the risk of taking this comfort so much for granted that we
forget basic standards of behavior, and even decency, both in and out of class.
Many students clearly cross this line regularly and it undermines
the very comfort that makes our community special. In class, they
seem unable to sit for 90 minutes, and as a result, will spontaneously get up and walk out of class to take their own personal breaks.
They will discretely send text messages from their cell phones or eat
entire meals during a lecture or discussion. These actions are distracting and disrespectful. They do not aid in learning and they do not
do justice to the intellectual sophistication for which we are famous.
Outside of class, distraction and disrespect take the form of public displays of affection. “PDAs” are prevalent enough to intimidate
other students, especially younger ones, as they walk down the halls
or into the Commons. We don’t need to go into detail here, but suffice it to say that some couples engage in so much of it that it is
reasonable to expect them to be in certain positions at any given time.
Of course, Park is not unique in this behavior, but why can’t we be above
that? During class, we should take our comfort only in so far as it enhances
our learning. Out of class, we should present ourselves as outgoing, welcoming people. This would not inhibit us from relaxing and enjoying ourselves,
but would make the Upper School a more welcoming place for us all.
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President defends Student Council effectiveness
While I am aware that hardly anybody
still reads The Postscript these days, I
feel obliged to defend the current Student Council and the Student Councils
of the past that have recently taken a
thrashing by the publication’s editors.
For those of you who didn’t immediately
recycle the issue that appeared in your
mailboxes not too long ago, you saw
how the anonymous article aluded to the
“overarching tone of failure” that has
“plagued” the Student Council and the
Senate. It speaks about the “hyped-up”
initiatives that the Student Council has
attempted to pass over the most recent
three years. It finally lays out the things
that government does not do that it should
in order to be more credible and effective.
Well Mr. or Ms. Anonymous Editor,
the Student Government in fact does
address all of the things that you said
it should address. The truth is, putting
together an assembly is a very time consuming process, one that often takes place
during the summer. Realistically, how
many people would attend a seminar to
help them plan an assembly during the
seemingly too short summer months? I
would argue not many. On top of that,
there already is someone, Adele Dinerstein, who is in charge of assembly
planning, and could give you the lowdown on how to run one successfully. I
would say given the assemblies we have
had this year, and every year I have been
in high school, she’s mastered the job.
As to the suggestion of acting as a
“mediator between the students and the
administration on issues like parking and

scheduling,” we in fact do just that. A
senator is assigned to each department
meeting, and we currently have two officers who attend the Department Chairs’
meeting. That said, I think that it is safe
to say that we are pretty well abreast of
what goes on with respect to scheduling.
As for parking, we all know that there is a
current crisis, and I admit that the student
government has not done anything to
change that. However, I understand that
you are naïve about what actually goes
on at the school, and were not aware that
there is nothing that we can do. Realistically the only forces at the school that
can make a difference in that issue are
Dr. Jackson and the Board of Trustees,
but thanks for the suggestion anyway.
Finally, the suggestion about SFAF
is another summary of something that
we already do. In fact, on the same day
that I write this, there is a senate meeting essentially based around SFAF and
approving proposals. Money has been
given to make the Boys Varsity Basketball games available on the Internet,
to buy pizzas for Mayday, to fund a
Halloween movie night, among others.
In conclusion Mr. or Ms. Anonymous
Editor, while I appreciate the suggestions,
I do not appreciate the tone. I especially
do not appreciate the tone of your suggestions when they are things that we
already do. I look forward to your continued coverage of ground breaking events.
--Kyle Tarver ‘06
President of the Student Council
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The irresistible controversy of Arturo Ui
by Carly Donnelly ‘06
The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui has been
called both “one of the best productions
Park has done,” and also “disturbing and
controversial.” But for some parents, teachers and administrators, the play struck a
nerve in a negative way. They found it
enthralling but it made them uneasy.
What exactly made these adults so upset?
Theater is meant to portray events, make the
audience understand the world created on stage.
For example, none of the Floozies was a prostitute in reality, but we portrayed the vulgar nature
of whores. The grotesque matter of the production is a blatant façade. Although this idea was
recognized by most who had some objection to
the play, they still had two main questions about
the performance. Should minors be making
these artistic decisions, and how much of the
violence and sexual content is necessary? Why
did no one censor certain aspects of the play?
The main response to these questions is:
the most effective way to portray the horrendous acts in the plot of The Resistible Rise of
Arturo Ui was to present it in a frank matter.
Glossing over the uncomfortable stuff (scantily clad Floozies, violence, and criticism of the
President) so that the political slander would
remain pretty and clean, was not the intent of
this drama. In order to express the opinions
of the writers and cause audiences to have a
visceral reaction, as well as understand the
intentions of the writers, there couldn’t be

any censorship of the script and the events.
“It’d be really ironic to censor a play about
freedom” said Billy Cooper ‘07 who helped
adapt Ui, and also played one of the violent
goons. Originally, playwrite Bertolt Brecht
created parallels between the rise of the notorious Arturo Ui in the Cauliflower Trust and
Hitler’s rise in Germany during the Depression. One would imagine Brecht’s intent would
have been to make the audience watch this
uprising and understand how horrible the persecutions in Germany became as time went on.
During the fall semester, the Brecht class
read the play and then manipulated the plot
to reflect different characteristics in Bush’s
administration. Alex Trazkovich ’06, who
took one of the most violent roles in the
drama, explained the adaptation: “None of it
[the play] was untouched, some changed entirely. Six scenes weren’t even in the original.”
Considering the close election in 2004, the
play examines how ridiculous it is that our
current president remains popular. Looking
at the ideas of the Bush administration and the
freedoms we are losing, the play exaggerates
how some of the public is blindly following the President, mostly because of the fear
the media is instilling in the nation. Without
every aspect of the bizarre world the cast
created, this absurdity could not have been
easily portrayed. Considering the reaction of
many in the audience, the content of the play
was perfectly crafted to get the gut reaction
that the collaboration of writers had wanted.

photo by R. Kutler ’06
Arturo Ui’s goons (A. Burris ‘07 and B. Cooper ‘07) react to the
waiter’s (A. Rogers ‘06) criticism by dragging him away and beating him up.

An eye for an eye for
an eye for an eye...
by Rachel Berkowitz ‘07
Since Sunni insurgents bombed al-Askari,
one of the most sacred sites to the Shiites,
February 22, the violence has not stopped. In response, the Shiites say they are seeking revenge
for the attack. They have bombed mosques and
they have killed hundreds of Sunnis. There is
a theory, however, that the Sunnis bombed the
mosque out of revenge as well. “For months,
hundreds of dead bodies have been turning up
in streets, ditches and sewers in and around
Baghdad…Almost all the dead are Sunni
males,” reported Time magazine February 26.
And now? The Washington Post printed an
article March 1, whose title read, “Shiites Told:
Leave Home Or Be Killed.” The Sunnis have
gone to the doors of Shiite households threatening to come back and kill them if they do
not leave home in two days. When I saw this
headline the first thing that came to my mind
was the genocide in Rwanda. The Sunnis are
playing Hutu. Like the Hutus and the Tutsi, the
Sunnis and the Shiites live side by side, send
their kids to the same schools, intermarry and
look the same, but because of old grudges and
the need for vindication, one group ends up on
top, threatening to kill the other. This is not civil
war; the only war in Iraq is still the Iraqis against
the Americans. This is the start of a mass murder, of genocide. People would not call Rwanda
a civil war; there was no agreement from both

sides to declare war. The phrase, “leave or
die” does not apply to civil war. Yet in Iraq,
the Sunnis tell the Shiites to “Leave or die.”
The violence between the Shiites and Sunnis in the last week alone has led to 379 deaths
and 458 wounded as of February 28, according
to The Post’s slate.com. Now that the Shiites
have been told to leave we can only wait.
America has done enough to Iraq to try and
solve their problems, this one we cannot help,
we wait to see if the Shiites will leave, if they
will kill to stay or if they in turn will be killed.
Will this become a genocide, or will the Shiites fight till the death and declare civil war?
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Students don’t always sit on the floor -- they study, too. W. Miller ’07
and S. Lerner ’07 counter one misperception of Park student behavior.

Too many people
don’t understand
PERCEPTION, from p.3

photo by E. Rosenberg ’06

questions the academic strength of
our students. Is it time for our students to begin showing the greater
Baltimore community just how
talented a group of people we are?
As a school we have struggled in admissions with false
perspectives about our academic competitiveness. “I’ve kind
of heard that there really are no
rules or grades and stuff,” said
a student at Pikesville High.
People associate “progressive”

with “unconventional” and immediately jump to the conclusion that
we don’t get graded, and therefore
must perform poorly on the SAT’s.
We know that this is not the case.
Students still struggle with
grades and standardized test scores
here like they do anywhere else.
But, our uniqueness and talent
goes far beyond our test scores.
The administration has begun taking initiative to show the greater
community Park’s strengths, but
the students need to take greater responsibility in proving themselves.
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Reviews
Without blockbusters, Academy Awards loses audience
by Scott Schuldiner ’09
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences elected
Crash, a story of how race is
intertwined within all human
relationships, for the 78th annual
best motion picture award. This
came as a surprise to many who
were expecting Brokeback Mountain, the passionate story of two
gay lovers to win. Brokeback,
which was clearly the favorite,
won virtually every other major
award that Hollywood offered
leading up the Academy Awards.
Ang Lee, however, walked
away with the award for best
director for Brokeback. Phillip Seymour Hoffman took the
award for best actor as Truman
Capote in Capote, and Reese
Witherspoon won best actress
for her performance in Walk the
Line, as June Carter. Despite the
fact she was skeptical with the
role at first, she pulled through
with an amazing performance
both as an actor and singer. The

78th Annual Academy Awards
were hosted by Jon Stewart of
“The Daily Show.” Stewart kept
the show entertaining in between
awards with hilarious comic
relief. At the start of the show,
referring to the movie industry’s
obsession with piracy, Stewart
said, “There are women here
who could barely afford enough
gown to cover their breasts.” He
continued by addressing director Steven Spielberg, and said
that after Schindler’s List and
Munich, “I think I speak for all
Jews when I say, I can’t wait to
see what happens to us next.”
Having Stewart as the host
further contributed to the political themes that some of the top
movies followed. Rachel Weisz
won the Oscar for best supporting actress for her performance
in The Constant Gardener, a
movie about a drug company
scandal. George Clooney was
named best supporting actor
for his performance in Syriana,
which is about a CIA operative

who uncovers secrets of the
middle-eastern oil trade. Clooney made Oscar history by being
the first to be nominated for
best director as well as an acting category in a different film.
Peter Jackson’s remake of
King Kong, shut out War of
the Worlds and The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe,
and won the Oscar for best
achievement in visual effects.
Perhaps the most exciting acceptance speech was delivered
by the enthusiastic members of
Three 6 Mafia (DJ Paul, Juicy J,
and Crunchy Black), a popular
rap group. Three 6 Mafia became
the first all African-American
rap group to win an Oscar in the
best song category. Their song
“It’s Hard Out Here for a Pimp”
was featured in Hustle and Flow,
the tale of a pimp yearning to
become a rap star. They were
also the only winners during the
award ceremony to “thank Jesus” in their acceptance speech.

Belle and Sebastian sell out concert
by Leah Greenberg ’07
Walking into the concert a
half hour before it was scheduled
to start, I noticed that everyone
there was older than me. I
don’t know if it was because
the show was on a school night
and only a few lucky kids could
get their mommies or daddies
to take them, or because Belle
& Sebastian has simply been
around for a while, celebrating
10 years since the release of
their debut LP Tigermilk in 1996.
I have to admit that I felt really immature standing in a crowd
of people 10 years older then me,
and, well…short. Even though
I had to spend the show on my
tiptoes, it was still well worth it.
This month Belle & Sebastian
played two consecutive, sold
out nights at the 9:30 Club in
Washington, D.C., co-headlining
with the New Pornographers.
The New Pornographers started
off the night surprisingly strong,
considering the only female
vocalist was so sick she could
barely speak and the drummer
played the whole set with one
hand, holding a bottle in the other.
After playing the first song
they admitted that they hadn’t
come prepared with a setlist,
so instead just took requests
for the rest of their set. The
band played almost every song
that the audience yelled out,
impressively enough, spanning
their three full-length albums.

photo courtesy Matador Records

Belle and Sebastian performed songs from their
newest album, The Life Pursuit, at their recent concert.

Their set was very straightforward – they just played the
songs, with a few comments
and jokes while listening for
requests. There was nothing
special about the performance
that couldn’t have been found
on their records (although this
might be in part due to the
fact that one of the singers
was sick) but that’s not to say
that they still didn’t play well.
After the last New Pornographers song and a lengthy,
overheated break, all eight (or
was it nine?) Belle & Sebastian-ites came onstage, smiling
and cheerful, looking genuinely
happy to be there. They started
their set with an old favorite,
“Stars of Track & Field” off
If You’re Feeling Sinister but
the rest of the set consisted
mainly of tracks from their
album released this past February, The Life Pursuit. The new

album is generally pretty bouncy
and perky and the old songs
seemed as if they were just added into the set to slow the pace.
The singer, Stuart Murdoch,
won the audience over as soon
as he stepped onstage, commenting on how cozy it seemed
and how he felt as if he should
be in his pajamas with a pipe.
He tried once to engage
the audience in conversation
about some Olympic medalist
who broke her foot but no one
seemed to know what he was
talking about, so he eventually
gave up. Later in the show they
burst out into an impromptu rendition of the Beatles’s
“Birthday,” dedicated to Mike,
a roadie who just turned 40.
The most exciting moment
of the night came about halfway
through, when Murdoch realized
this was the first show where
he could see the merchandise
stand from the stage. He took
full advantage of this, asking
for one of the new girly v-neck
shirts to be passed up to him.
When it reached the stage, he
demurely asked the audience
to “turn your backs, please” as
he turned around and switched
tee-shirts. This one was just a
little bit too small, stretching
at the arms and riding up on
his stomach at his bellybutton.
But, as any other loyal and
dedicated musician would, he
wore it until the end of the show.
Although I couldn’t stay for

photo courtesy of KRT/ Hahn-Khayat-Nebinger/Abaca Press

Reese Witherspoon clutches the Oscar she won for playing
June Carter Cash in this year’s hit, Walk the Line.

Despite the excitement, the
Oscars suffered in the ratings,
falling by eight percent from
last year’s show, and drawing
the second smallest audience
since 1987. This wasn’t much
of surprise, as the ratings were
bound to be low due to the lack
of big blockbuster films like
Titanic or Million Dollar Baby.

These are the crowd-pleasing
films people tune in to watch.
This year’s small thought-provoking films that challenge the
morals of people were unwelcome among viewers. Though
it is a shame that the only way
Americans will tune in is for
meaningless crowd pleasers.

Cabaret showcases wide
variety of acoustic talent
by Sam Althauser ’07
Over 40 performers gracing the stage of the Macks-Fidler
Black Box Theater. With sweet sounding originals, parodies,
and birthday tributes, the March 3 Cabaret was nothing short
of a hit. From the opening acts of freshmen Lisa Brown,
Devin Heit, and David Roswell, who promise a successful future for Cabaret, to the “Sarah Gold Show,” featuring
Sarah Gold ’06, Carly Schleider ’06, Lauren Rubin ’06 and
Jake Irwin ’08, Cabaret was good, non-stop entertainment.
Although there were newcomers to Cabaret such as Ben Goldstein
’08 and Jesse “CK” Naiman ’07, regulars such as Gold, Maggie
Sachs ’07, Ben Starr ’07 and Tamas Szalay ’06 stole the show.
Cabaret was quite diverse, from the Rap and R&B tunes of
“The West Side Killaz,” to Goldstein, Irwin and Noah Berman
’08 who performed “Boyz in Da Hood,” to touching original
songs from Gold and Liz Gauvey-Kern ’07. We also heard the
harmonization of Gold, sister Leah ’08, and Molly O’Keefe
’08 and the distinct singing style of Adam Rogers ’06. One
Cabaret fan said “Cabaret was varied, rich and deep in talent,
I loved Ben Starr! I also loved the way the cello was used.”
There were many crowd favorites such as the energetic performer/MC Michael Levy ’06 and Steven Cole
‘06, a staple at Cabaret who is loved by all who have
heard him sing one of his “They Might Be Giants” songs.
The senior duo of Kyle Tarver and Brad Mendelson performed
at Cabaret/Goldsoundz for the second time. Tarver and Mendelson
sang “Landslide” originally sung by Fleetwood Mac and later by
The Dixie Chicks. As much as Levy and Cole are loved, we may see
these two Varsity lacrosse captains become new crowd favorites.
Wi t h s o m a n y p e o p l e p e r f o r m i n g , a n d t h e
variety of performances at the acoustic concert, each audience member got their full dose of entertainment and
music-- even more than any Cabaret in many years prior. This
Cabaret was extraordinary, one that will not be forgotten.

the encore, I didn’t regret leaving
because the last song they played
was one of my favorites “The

State I Am In.” It is a fairly slow
and sad song – a perfect, calm
ending to a fun and solid show.
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Sports
Orioles hope to rebound
by Dan Wasserman ’06
After a horrific ending to
the 2005 season, in which the
team, 74-88, finished in fourth
place in the American League
East, the Baltimore Orioles are
ready to start fresh. Distractions
such as first baseman Rafael
Palmeiro, reliever Steve Kline,
and outfielder Sammy Sosa are
gone, and a large portion of the
roster has changed. The Orioles
named Sam Perlozzo, a longtime
coach within the organization,
full-time manager. The team was
23-32 under Perlozzo for the last
two months of the year after the
firing of manager Lee Mazzilli.
Starting a busy off-season,
Baltimore traded for reliever
LaTroy Hawkins, which sent
Kline packing in December.
Later that month, the O’s signed
catcher Ramon Hernandez. The
signing means that Javy Lopez will move to either first
base or designated hitter, and
Hernandez will handle the
majority of catching duties.
Lopez dealt with nagging injuries last year, and letting him
play a less demanding position
should help him to improve at
the plate. Other additions include former-Oriole Jeff Conine,
corner-player Kevin Millar,
starting pitcher Kris Benson and
centerfielder Corey Patterson.
The Orioles lineup is shaping up nicely, as the team heads
into spring training. Shortstop
Miguel Tejada, second baseman
Brian Roberts, right fielder Jay
Gibbons, third baseman Melvin
Mora, and Hernandez appear to
be set at their respective positions. Patterson has the best shot
of starting in centerfield, and four
players should platoon at the remaining three positions: Conine,
Millar, Lopez and outfielder Luis
Matos will fill the leftfield, first
base and designated hitter roles.
The starting rotation includes
Benson, as well as returning
starters Bruce Chen, Rodrigo

Lopez, Erik Bedard and Daniel Cabrera. Perhaps most
importantly, the team added
Leo Mazzone, one of the best
pitching coaches in the Major
Leagues during the past decade.
Mazzone has a long track-record of success, having coached
pitchers like Tom Glavine, John
Smoltz, and Greg Maddux to
success. There is no question that
he will have a positive effect on
the team’s young staff (all five
starters will be 31 or younger).
The bullpen might be the biggest question mark on the team.
B.J. Ryan, one of the best closers
in 2005, departed for Toronto,
and setup man Jorge Julio was
dealt to the Mets. Hawkins and
Chris Ray should anchor the
staff, with solid pitchers like
Todd Williams, Tim Byrdak and
John Parrish who can be expected to fill the middle innings.
The 2006 Orioles are a mystery in many ways. This is an
important season for the team,
which will have to decide whether to rebuild or to contend in the
near future. Another bad season
could see a Florida Marlinslike blow up of the roster, or a
good season could see the possible additions of players like
Carlos Lee, Jason Schmidt and
Barry Zito through free agency.
Will this be the team that started the 2005 season in first place
in the American League East, or
will it be more like the team that
fizzled down the stretch? The
attitude of the clubhouse will be
a big factor in how far this team
can go in 2006. In all likelihood,
the O’s will finish in fourth place
and will fall out of the race early.
There is hope for success, even
if just in the later part of the
year. Prospects like outfielders
Nick Markakis, and Val Majewski, along with starting pitchers
Adam Loewen and Hayden Penn
should make the end of the season extremely interesting, even
if the club is out of contention.

Sports BBO-Marlins-Orioles 1 MI/KRT

Orioles newly acquired catcher Ramon Hernandez tags
Florida Marlins Cepisky out at home plate.
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G. Bloom ’06 scoops up a ground ball during Boys Varsity lacrosse practice.

Defending champions gear up
by Ben Goldstein ’08
After last season’s MIAA B
Conference Championship, fans
anticipate another successful
Boys Lacrosse season. “Expectations are high this season and
they might be tough to meet, but
I think we are starting to show
signs that maybe we can,” said
Captain Brad Mendelson ’06.
Competition will certainly be
tougher this season. As defending champs, the team knows it’s
going to get every team’s best
shot. Even Head Coach Lucky
Mallonee ’62 acknowledged that
he has some concerns going into
this season. “After winning the
title [lacrosse] last year and winning the basketball title this year,

I don’t think we’re as hungry.”
He also expressed that the team
needed to be more committed.
There was some question this
off-season about whether or
not the lacrosse program would
have a JV team. In the end, there
were not enough JV players, so
the Varsity team now carries
about 30. Coach Mal emphasized the importance of a JV
team. “Not having a JV team
definitely hurts our program.”
On the other hand, he also
pointed out some positives going into this season. “We are
returning a strong nucleus of
pretty good players. It’s their job
to step in and fill the void left
by last year’s seniors.” These
players include Captain Kyle

Tarver ’06, returning defenseman Gus Bloom ’06, attack man
Jake Cornblath ’06 and two time
B Conference All-MIAA Lacrosse team goalie Mendelson.
Other players are expected to
make contributions to the team
as well such as defenseman
Dia Clark ’06, midfielder Jamie
Matz ’08 and on offense, Colin
Smith ’08 and Oliver Weinberg
’07. Freshman Carlos Cruz and
Nathaniel Colbert-Sangree are
looking to make an impact as well.
If the leaders of this team
can step up and the new starters can fill the void left by
last year’s graduating seniors,
the Bruins should be back
in the hunt for another title.

Girls Varsity preps for season
by Becka Althauser ’09
Girls JV Lacrosse has begun
its season anxious but excited.
The 17-person squad plays in
the IAAM B Conference against
opponents such as Garrison
Forest and Glenelg. The team
is an inspiring mix of upcoming
talent and seasoned veterans
that includes eight freshmen.
With only five other teams in
conference, Park plays each
team twice except Garrison.
JV and Varsity practice as
one big team, which gives JV an
advantage of working out with
stronger players, helping them
to improve their skills. The two
teams stretch, do push-ups and
sit-ups together as well as running and practicing some drills
jointly. At the end of practices,
they take a lap together looking
at everyone around them. The
team bonding practice shows
that everyone contributes some-

thing and that every person
counts. With this feeling of
teamwork, strong connections
are already showing, leaving
the team ready to take the B
conference by storm. “I am really excited to start playing in
games,” said Rachel Goldstein
’09. “We’re starting to communicate more and the team skills
are really developing. I don’t
know how we’ll do in the season

but I really hope we do well.”
After spring break, the team
will start with a match-up
against Garrison Forest. “Preseason has gone well. It’s been
a lot of hard work. I think all
of our work will really start to
show when we start to play our
regular season games,” commented Dawn Lee ’09. The
only spring JV team looks forward to a successful season.

photo by B. Weinstein ’06

Sophomore E. Rorison cuts around a defender toward goal.
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Girls Varsity LAX
aims for the ’ship
by Brad Mendelson ’06
The Girls Varsity Lacrosse
team has very high expectations
for this upcoming season. Coach
Robin Cardin Lowe ’85 stated
plain and simply, “I think we
should do very well. I’d be surprised if we weren’t competing
for the championship.”
Indeed this season appears to
be shaping up well for this experienced team. The off-season
brought sweeping changes to
the conference structure of the
IAAM. Last year, the IAAM
was made of four conferences,
but the league is back to having
three conferences, and Park finds
itself in the B Conference. This
means the team will no longer
play McDonogh and has lost
conference rivals Spalding and
Friends to the A Conference, but
will still play both teams. Park
will also face St. Timothy’s, Glenelg, Chapelgate, and St. John’s
at Prospect Hall; all are teams
which it has not played in a long
time. While no one can be sure,
it looks like Park, Institute of
Notre Dame, and Glenelg will be
at the head of the conference, but
certainly other teams could surprise these pre-season favorites.
The team is led by a strong
core of seniors with other talented supporting playing. Lowe
looks for the offense to be partic-

ularly explosive this season. She
pointed out several key players
including Jen Ries ’06, who is
already Park’s all-time leading
scorer and has led the team in
scoring since her freshmen year,
Sarah Dunn ’06, who played a
crucial part in the team’s offense,
and Sarah Gold ’06 who has seen
significant playing time since
her freshmen year. Lowe also
expects to see Emily Azrael ’06
step up and is looking to Claire
Ellwanger ’08 and junior Maggie Sachs to anchor the midfield.
On defense, a pair of seniors will
lead the way with Tara Gelb on
defense and Bonnie Kenney
starting in the goal, as she has
done since her sophomore year.
Overall the team is shaping up
to be something special, and if the
ball bounces the right way, this
team could be hanging a banner
in the gym at the end of the year.

photos by B. Weinstein ’06

(top) M. McMahon ’07 catches a loose ball. (bottom) J. Ries
‘06 knifes through the defense during practice at the Sugar
campus. Sophomore G. Lessens trails from behind.
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A. Bookstein ’06 dives into first safely as A. Marmer ’08 awaits the throw during a pick off drill.

Varsity Baseball rallies around Seniors
by Hank Nathan ’06
Although last year’s baseball
team finished just short of the
championship game, losing to
Friends School in the semifinals, this year’s team will
tell you that they have greater
aspirations. The Bruins finished
with a remarkable 12-3 record
and went further in the playoffs
than any season in the past 10
years. However, this year’s team
has a lot to work on. The loss
of Stefano Calvello ’05, Peter
Machen ’05, and most importantly, Brad Rifkin ’05, left big
holes in the 2006 Bruin team.
With the void left by Rifkin,
who was Park’s best baseball
player ever and was drafted
by the Baltimore Orioles, the
Bruins must make up for his
talent with better team play.
“Brad was an important player
for us last year,” said Captain
Ben Hyman ’06, “but I think
this year’s team is better. We’ve
got six seniors now who can
start and that depth in the senior
class and throughout our team
gives us an advantage this year
that we didn’t have last season.”
Co-captains, Jon Gill ’06

The Park School of Baltimore
Brooklandville, MD 21022

and Hyman are the anchors
of the team. Gill, who had an
outstanding batting average of
.485 last year, made the 2005 B
Conference All-MIAA Baseball
Team, while Hyman battled
nagging injuries and will finally
be 100% heading into the year.
Gill and Hyman are also the
top two pitchers for Park; both
showed what they could do
last year-- Gill had a 2.53 ERA
and Hyman had a 1.53 ERA.
Solid contributions from
Ezra Rosenberg ’06 and Rex
Gelb ’08 also helped to propel last year’s team. This year,
the team will have to improve
even more to reach the goal of
an MIAA B Conference title.
While the Bruin team has a

nice core group of players, it
is well-rounded with a strong
veteran presence and the emergence of underclassmen. The
outfield consists of three seniors,
Andrew Bookstein, Rosenberg,
and Ty Taborn. Conversely,
while Gill is pitching, Rex Gelb
’08 and Tony Demarco ’08
will secure the infield. Andrew
Kaiser ’09, a utility infielder,
should also play a pivotal role.
“You can expect to see a team
with a lot of discipline because
of the leadership of six seniors,”
said Rosenberg. “Also, our
strength last year was hitting and
we will continue that, but with
more balance. Ultimately, we
need to continue to grow and take
that next step in the playoffs.”

Girls Varsity Softball
picks up new talent
by Kayla Bruun ’09
Varsity Softball has shown a lot of talent and enthusiasm in
recent practices as the girls prepare to begin their season. The
team, coached by Bob Sitton and assisted by Bruce Hamilton
and Christie Tony, graduated a number of talented seniors last
year, but gained several new players to replace them. “There’s
been a lot of sisterly team bonding already. I really like being part of the team and I’m looking forward to the games,”
said Devyn Heit ’09 of her first experiences on the team.
“There’s a lot of good, healthy competition within the team for
playing time in certain positions,” commented Hamilton. Returning
player Madison Elliot ’07 is confident in the group, saying “It’s a
promising team, and the new players are good. Pitching and catching are better than last year.” Hamilton added, “A lot of the girls
have already made, and will continue to make, a lot of progress.”
The skills of the team will be tested early on in
the season in one of their toughest games against Friends.
Hamilton believes that their performance in this game will
give some indication of how they’ll do in the playoffs.
“We’re all really excited for the season,” said Elliot,
and added, “We’re hoping to be a really competitive team
and make it to the [IAAM C-Conference] championship.”

